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Abstract. English-speaking hegemony shapes the geography of legitimate knowledge production in our dis-
cipline, pushing geographies in other languages and traditions to the periphery. The overall phenomenon has
overshadowed these peripheries’ diversity and what is at stake within them. I argue that continental European
geographies occupy a specific position – they have been provincialized rather than peripheralized. This provin-
cialization should not be lamented. Given our colonial past and Northern privilege, we should instead embrace
this provincialization as long overdue and a moral imperative. I subsequently explore a few provincialization-
embracing postures – all with merit, none unproblematic – that we can adopt for fieldwork and writing. I then
propose practical steps that continental European geographies can take toward a more ethical and cosmopolitan
praxis.

Jacques Paganel, pendant ses trois jours de captiv-
ité chez les Maoris, avait été tatoué, mais tatoué
des pieds aux épaules, et il portait sur sa poitrine
l’image d’un kiwi héraldique, aux ailes éployées,
qui lui mordait le cœur. (Jules Verne, Les Enfants
du Capitaine Grant)

1 Introduction

What is the way forward for continental European geogra-
phies1?

Since the end of the 20th century, continental European
geographies have found themselves becoming peripheral to
Anglophone geographies and, more generally, to the Anglo-
sphere. Our institutions are increasingly reluctant to recog-
nize publications in our languages, and such publications
severely confine our readership. The concepts with which we
continental geographers work have a very limited export ca-
pacity by not translating well into English or the continent’s

1The United Kingdom has a specific position by being Euro-
pean, a former colonial power and a member of the Anglo hege-
mony, meaning that the kind of work required in the UK differs
from that required from continental European geographers, which
is the focus of my article.

other languages. Actually, we do not even read each other’s
writing much unless we truly work on the same topic.

In addition, we also have a very specific positionality
within this global reconfiguration of the geographies of
knowledge production because while we are becoming pe-
ripheral, we, as part of the Western world, retain many priv-
ileges. We often also have a past as colonial metropolises,
which has allowed some of our languages to become and re-
main international ones. Whiteness and/or coloniality issues
deeply infuse our societies and our discipline.

This article suggests that, while the current Anglo hege-
mony should not be justified, continental European geogra-
phies need to situate their current peripheralization within
their historical trajectories and remember that, in their case,
provincialization might be a politically, epistemologically
and ethically positive project. We continental geographers
should not lament our provincialization in the global geo-
graphical world as a recent demise but maybe embrace it, as
a worthy, if challenging, political project for the discipline
and our scholarly practices. As such, this article also con-
tributes to the 2013 initiated Geographica Helvetica editorial
project (Korf et al., 2013) “to become a platform for the de-
velopment of a creative, truly cosmopolitan geography” and
to “provide an intellectual space of exchange and encounter
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for cosmopolitan European geographies to emerge”. My ob-
jective here is thus to open up a conversation within these
geographies, on the ethical and political dimensions of their
(diverse) provincializations. Other discussions on our provin-
cializations are certainly to be had: there are epistemological,
theoretical, empirical and institutional arguments to be made
and from positions that are different from mine, but these ar-
guments go beyond the scope of this particular piece. I can
only hope that the conversation will continue.

I write this piece from a specific positionality, as a mid-
career, tenured, female, white, French geographer embedded
in a national geographical tradition, but I believe that the
topic should be part of a “cross-border” (Korf et al., 2013) de-
bate between continental geographers. My positionality nev-
ertheless shapes this analysis in many ways, the most rele-
vant of which being linguistic and institutional. The French
context is one in which the social sciences have kept on pub-
lishing in the national language: the pressure to publish in
English is recent (a decade or so in human geography) and
part of the contradictory institutional injunctions we have to
deal with, as the neoliberalization of our public universities
progresses under the pretense of “international excellence”.
At the same time, national and disciplinary debates still value
publishing in French, not only because they see multilingual-
ism as a good thing per se but also to desperately cling to our
(linguistically much more dominant) past. Most universities
are public, considered a public service, and faculty mem-
bers are still state servants with early tenure2: this institu-
tional context makes older scholars less vulnerable to these
injunctions to publish in English, while younger researchers
in search of rapidly disappearing permanent positions bear
the brunt of these new imperatives as recruitment commit-
tees’ expectations now include “international” publications.
But while this paper reflects my positionality, I try to open
up perspectives on how questions around provincialization
are differently deployed across continental Europe.

2 A provincial condition

2.1 Marginality

Since the 1990s, a large body of work (see for instance
Garcia-Ramon, 2003; Aalbers and Rossi, 2007; Minca,
2000) has documented the geographies of knowledge pro-

2This is not to say that there is no casualization of labor at
French university, alas, but that casualization takes on a differently
brutal form. The teaching and researching precariat is mostly con-
stituted of PhD students and some postdocs, and existing labor
contracts tend to exclude long-term adjunctification by a limit in
both duration and number of possible contracts. For instance, one
can only be an ATER (Attaché Temporaire d’Enseignement et de
Recherche, a precarious full-time research and teaching position) a
maximum of 4 years. However, the Macron government is currently
trying to change this through the hotly contested 2020 draft bill for
research (Loi de programmation pluriannuelle de la recherche).

duction and, aside from Anglo hegemony, noted the in-
creasing marginalization of other geographies published in
other languages. Although Spanish-, German- and French-
speaking geographies had a prominent, if not dominant, sta-
tus in the 19th century and in the first half of the 20th cen-
tury, they have been fading into the background of legit-
imate geographies since that time. The current neoliberal-
ization of academia and the obsession with rankings have
intensified these processes, with journal articles becoming
the standard mode of scientific writing and English-speaking
journals the epitome of so-called scientific excellence. This
is, however, deployed differently across continental Europe:
while for example France has been keeping a vibrant land-
scape of academic journals in French (many of them open
access), “journals of national associations have been publish-
ing more and more in English or even English only (without
necessarily changing their name: Tijdschrift voor Economis-
che en Sociale Geografie in the Netherlands, Fennia in Fin-
land, Erdkunde: Archiv für wissenschaftliche Geographie in
Germany)” (Mamadouh, 2018).

The use of a lingua franca in scientific debates is noth-
ing new, as both Latin and French adopted this role during
particular periods in European history. But this history also
teaches us that the reason for a particular language becoming
a lingua franca is a reflection of both power relationships and
a specific geopolitical configuration. This also applies to the
current situation. The work of Graham et al. (2011) clarifies
that indexed journals are not only published in English but
are also produced in either the United States or in the UK.
These two countries “publish more indexed journals than the
rest of the world combined.” More indexed US and UK jour-
nals are not only more numerous than any other country’s
indexed journals but also have a disproportionately high im-
pact factor.

The role of a lingua franca is to facilitate the global dis-
semination of research results, to engage in international de-
bates and to work towards a global conversation. English is
therefore characterized as the language of minimal exclusion
(Van Parijs, 2004) and as the most prestigious. More prob-
lematically, publishing in English is becoming a requirement
for finding an academic job (especially in the current con-
text of diminishing job openings and increased precariat) and
for promotion purposes. Scholars in non-English-speaking
countries are thus pressurized to publish in English (Curry
and Lillis, 2013, 2017). Of course, they are differently vul-
nerable to such pressure: tenured faculty is less vulnerable
than precarious researchers, and scholars at public universi-
ties will have to conform to diverse national systems of eval-
uation that value publications in English and in the national
language very differently (some highly, some not at all). Nev-
ertheless, the use of English is becoming hegemonic in the
sense of Antonio Gramsci, as it combines consent (allow-
ing for international discussions and bringing academic pres-
tige) and coercion (becoming an institutional requirement on
which geographers’ careers increasingly depends).
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This hegemonic situation has drawn important critiques,
and its far-ranging consequences have been explored by a
trove of literature (Garcia-Ramon, 2003; or, for a very recent
take, Imhof and Müller, 2020), for instance in how it impov-
erishes theoretical and epistemological perspectives, by sub-
suming them to what is expected by so-called international
(a.k.a. US and UK) journals. These journals push towards
theory – and very specific strands of theory at that, whose le-
gitimation circles lie in the Anglosphere – and tend to assign
less value to case studies3. Furthermore, and crucially for this
paper, the scholarly hegemony of the Anglosphere (and pub-
lishing industry) reconfigures the provincialized scholars’ re-
lationship to the local. Peripheral cases are to be “made rel-
evant” and sexy for publication. Writing for undergraduates
or disseminating research towards secondary education col-
leagues does not pay – sometimes very literally – in career
terms as it is not done in English. Outreach to local commu-
nities and institutions requires more work, as it now has to
take place in another language than that of academic publi-
cation.

All these critiques are absolutely crucial, but their analy-
ses tend to work dichotomously (Anglo vs. non-Anglo ge-
ographies), overshadowing what is at stake within peripheral
geographies. These peripheral geographies are extremely di-
verse regarding their languages, national or international
character and traditions, theoretical references, publishing
structures, and higher education systems, to mention just a
few. Consequently, these geographies need a critical, situated
and reflexive analysis and characterization of their current
marginal status to move toward a research, epistemological
and political agenda.

A corollary of this diversity is that the provincial geog-
rapher cuts a complex figure. Race, class, career stage and
employment status, age, gender, sexuality, disability, and lo-
cation complicate relationships of power. As I do not have the
space here to tackle these questions in-depth, I will just in-
sist on a couple of elements. While hard quantitative data are
difficult to find (a problem in itself; see Isopahkala-Bouret
et al., 2018), European geographies remain overwhelmingly
white as structural barriers stand in the way of Europeans
of color accessing higher education. Their underrepresenta-
tion is exacerbated in geography by our “discipline’s well-
documented, persistent and overwhelming whiteness” (Nox-
olo, 2017). Class and employment status, together with age,
are other deep-cutting lines: the intensity of the changes un-
dergone by European higher education systems in the last
decades has produced wide generational gaps in how geog-
raphers have been socialized into their discipline, in the theo-
retical frameworks they use, in the institutional environments
they work in, and in publication expectations and/or multilin-
gualism. Lastly, the provincial geographer’s location plays a
huge role, as some continental European geographies remain
embedded in linguistic subsystems of power, neo-colonial or

3My thanks to one of the reviewers for this particular point.

not (typically the French, German and Spanish ones), while
others are former colonial powers without a linguistic pol-
icy (e.g., Denmark or the Netherlands), and others have been
colonized or oppressed by neighboring powers (Ireland, Fin-
land, eastern Europe) and have encountered the current hege-
monic system from a long-standing peripheral position.

2.2 Why has the status quo remained unchanged for so
long? Insularity and splendid isolation

In this section, I focus on the marginal situation of French
and Francophone geographies – the geographies I was social-
ized into and am still a part of. Houssay-Holzschuch and Mil-
haud (2013) have labeled this kind of marginality as provin-
cial. According to these scholars, provincialism comprises
the following elements.

– The provincial condition constitutes a subsystem within
international geographies: a “core”, “peripheral” in-
terfaces and neo-colonial dependents that “provided
French geography with a welcome exposure to the
other, although from a secure power position”. This
subsystem also constitutes the field of most research;
for example, 32 % of all PhDs submitted in France be-
tween 1990 and 1994 dealt with France and 44 % with
former French colonies (Knafou, 1997).

– Provincialism is constructed around theoretical idiosyn-
crasies (specific sets of interrelated concepts) and a par-
ticular configuration of interdisciplinary relations.

– Internal instances of legitimation (journals and a pub-
lishing system distinct from the international, Anglo-
dominated one, its universities, and its research sub-
jects) and the local nobility of a specific discipline sus-
tain the provincial system.

A strong element of insularity therefore characterizes provin-
cial subsystems, such as the French one, as they tend to func-
tion in relative isolation. Bajerski (2011) shows that 82 % of
the authors published in French journals and 67 % of the ref-
erences are French. His quantitative study shows a similar
insularity with respect to German and Spanish geographies:
“on average [for all three languages], around 90 per cent of
authors and 85 per cent of citations come from the same
language area as the journal”, leading him to conclude that
“French, German and Spanish geographical journals not only
fail to reach to a significant extent outside their own country
and language area, but also fail to reach significantly outside
Europe” (Bajerski, 2011). This insularity, which is probably
diminishing, might be especially strong within linguistic sub-
systems. By contrast, European geographies that have chosen
to function and publish research mostly in English and within
the Anglo publishing industry – e.g., in the Netherlands or in
Sweden – to the detriment of their national language seem
to be more open, although we lack a study similar to Bajer-
ski’s to measure their actual porosity to, respectively, authors
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and references beyond their national borders and the Anglo-
sphere.

In the French case, provincialism and insularity are the re-
sults of the marginalization process that non-Anglo geogra-
phies have undergone and which applies to a national and lin-
guistic tradition that used to be one of the most powerful in
the world. Conversely, when applied to geographies that were
already peripheral, the marginalization process produced dif-
ferent results, such as their further marginalization or a hard-
driven attempt to conform to Anglo norms to the detriment
of national traditions. In France, however, the marginaliza-
tion process encounters the national pride vested in a lan-
guage often used for geopolitical and neo-colonial purposes,
for example, through “Francophonie” discourses and institu-
tions.

Aside from questions regarding linguistic ability, acknowl-
edging this provincial status has been (and still is) problem-
atic for many French geographers proudly attached to their
national tradition and founding fathers (masculine intended,
given the obstacles faced by, and the erasure of, women ge-
ographers). Feelings of insecurity and even resentment can
be traced in many disciplinary discussions in France, with
English-speaking geographies sometimes constituted as the
other in relation to (or even against) whom some define them-
selves and their professional practices. An efficient tracer of
this is the historically inaccurate, but politically and epis-
temologically significant, use of “Anglo-Saxon” to describe
geographic literature in English, even when written by, say,
Nigerian or Indian colleagues (Durand-Dastès, 2007). Han-
cock et al. (2019) have shown that “Anglo-Saxon”, as many
French geographers use it, is a floating signifier attached to
whatever practice one wishes to either denounce or applaud
and import. The disciplinary use of the term, to designate
“the Other” of French geography (what we should do and
do not, or should not do by all means, mirrors a similar
use in the national discourses as Chabal has shown; Cha-
bal, 2013). While this insularity might be receding, it has
had consequences: French geography seems to be split first
between colleagues that are more integrated into “interna-
tional”, English-speaking geographies and norms and those
who remain rooted within French-speaking circles; second,
between generations, as casualization increases, permanent
jobs wane and publication requirements (including in En-
glish) for being recruited in tenured jobs reach unprecedented
levels.

2.3 Before we mourn excessively . . .

While these feelings are certainly real, they should not over-
shadow the fact that this provincialization has happened to
a very specific case. French geography was part and parcel
of the national project and, as such, participated in the colo-
nial project (Berdoulay, 2008 [1981]). We therefore do not
refer to any province but to one that colonized a huge chunk
of the world, imposed the French language on many coun-

tries (this is basically about a previous linguistic hegemon
whining about having become a linguistic commoner) and
dominated geography (supplanting German-speaking mod-
els) for a good first half of the 20th century. During this time
Vidalian geography was known worldwide, French geogra-
phers were experts in post-World War I border demarcation,
and Emmanuel de Martonne, the physical geographer who
was also Paul Vidal de la Blache’s son-in-law and enforced
disciplinary orthodoxy, ruled the International Geographical
Union as secretary (1931–1938) and then president (1938–
1949).

Consequently, it is crucial to expand the mostly de-
scriptive use of the term provincial in Houssay-Holzschuch
and Milhaud (2013) to a more theoretically informed and
processual one enriched by the postcolonial analysis of
Chakrabarty (1992). Such an expansion also allows us to go
beyond French geographies and consider other European ge-
ographies. German-speaking geography was dominant dur-
ing the 19th century as providing the discipline’s theoreti-
cal framework and international recognized thinkers before
Vidalians took over, and German has long been the main
language of scientific discussion. Also, while not all Euro-
pean nations were as strong a colonial power, many were,
and most benefited, if indirectly, from slavery and coloniza-
tion. Their geographies were considered scientific and legiti-
mate, their theories and concept universal, while others were
dismissed, even erased. Most continental European geogra-
phies, unlike those of the UK, have been marginalized, some
provincialized. Nevertheless, before we mourn our provin-
cialization and peripheralization excessively, let us remem-
ber that they might be long overdue and a moral imperative.

3 Ethical work in progress: repositioning
continental European geographies

I suggest that as continental European geographers, we
should address our situation within global geographies as fol-
lows:

1. We fully acknowledge our provincial status.

2. We acknowledge that some of the pain and difficulties
that we are experiencing might be linked to a problem-
atic past – a past of power and privilege – to which we
should not cling, and that some of our reactions might
be akin to the white fragility in di Angelo (20184).

4In a context of structural racism from which Whites benefit,
Robin di Angelo defines white fragility as white people’s inability
to handle even very little racial stress, to the extent that it becomes
intolerable and triggers defensive behaviors. In turn, these behaviors
reinforce white domination. In our case, formerly dominant geogra-
phers whose position is losing ground are often triggered to exhibit
defensive behaviors aimed at reinstating their previous position of
prominence.
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3. We remember that a more just distribution of power can
feel like (or even be) a loss of power for the privileged,
which we still are.

4. And we start to do the hard work of repositioning our-
selves more ethically.

This work of repositioning ourselves is not only about criti-
cal reflexivity but also about our choices of research themes,
methods and theories; our relationship to “the local” and to
the different places to which we belong; the ways we hold
ourselves accountable; what and how we teach; etc. This
work should be constant and perpetual, and the answers we
provide will vary along the way, our career path and the lo-
cal contexts. Of all possible angles, I next examine how the
language in which we choose to write and the geographic lo-
calization of our fieldwork raise a series of important ethical
questions when working from a province.

3.1 Here and there

As geographers, writing and fieldwork (under its many
guises) are among our core research activities. When she en-
gages in writing, a provincial Vidalians geographer needs to
make a first decision: in what language should I be writing
this particular piece? Although her answer will be embedded
in various powers’ worldwide relationships and be situated
in terms of her country of origin, generation, precariousness,
linguistic ability, etc., it will also reflect the choice of a spe-
cific audience, the one she wants to engage with through this
particular text. I will untangle the stakes of three of her pos-
sible choices by locating her in France (see Curry and Lillis,
2014, 2017; Lillis and Curry, 2010, for a more global pic-
ture).

3.1.1 Vivons heureux, vivons cachés? Writing in French

Her first option is to write in French, which is her mother
tongue, in which she can express herself smoothly, precisely
and even beautifully. The ways of writing scientifically in
French – the ternary structure, art of the allusion, and blend-
ing of empirical description and subtle references to theory
– are familiar to her, having been socialized into them since
high school and having internalized them. The choice of this
language goes hand in hand with the choice of a set of con-
cepts stemming from the Francophone tradition and French
intellectual debates – she might just go for an approche ter-
ritoriale. The questions she asks and answers in her research
are in sync with French debates.

This choice is also one of accountability – if she works
at a university, the French taxpayer pays her salary. If her
work contributes to answering questions within French de-
bates and is written in a language that her wider audience can
read, it is legitimate. Moreover, the political economy of aca-
demic publishing in French is moving toward being increas-
ingly open access (which the OpenEdition portal and the na-

tional HAL online archive5 offer), and the price that private
publishers charge is a fraction of that of academic publishers
of English academic texts. In other words, her work is rather
accessible.

She can decide to locate her research in France or do field-
work in another country. She could shed light on local is-
sues or enrich French debates by bringing new insights from
elsewhere – all locally relevant questions. Francophone au-
diences (of professional geographers and, crucially, beyond
them) do have specific questions, concepts and debates, for
which cases and concepts in different locations might offer
answers. Such answers might not be attainable through sec-
ondary sources, as the research questions asked of these cases
by researchers from other backgrounds are different. The ge-
ographer might even specialize in studying a specific country
and become a national expert on a specific area. This geo-
graphical niche of expertise could advance her career at some
point – a reward for her long commitment, for learning the
area’s language, gathering data, traveling, etc.

In short, there is definitely merit in a position of being ac-
countable for local demands, being accessible, and contribut-
ing to the circulation of knowledge and ideas. But this po-
sition also risks reproducing existing neo-colonial relation-
ships of power with the Global South if the research is un-
dertaken there, as the Global South is used as a source of
scientific material for the consumption of the French pub-
lic. Moreover, it begs the question of what we do with the
rest of the world – its existence in such a Franco-centric re-
search conception, its theories, which differ from ours, and
our place in it. Renaud Le Goix (2019) has recently demon-
strated one of the possible pitfalls of this vivons heureux,
vivons cachés position with the example of French urban re-
search on North America. His work showed that 41 French
or France-based colleagues have defended a PhD or an ha-
bilitation thesis on North American cities since 2009. One
could expect that these (often brilliant) colleagues would act
as a crucial interface between urban research in French and
in English, and they indeed read and quote North American
geographers, but it appears that their role as passeurs.euses
goes only one way: Le Goix counted only 34 peer-reviewed
publications in English written by these colleagues – namely
less than a publication in English per person in 10 years. In
other terms, research undertaken by French researchers, even
when original and innovative, when quoting references writ-
ten in English and dealing with empirical data mostly in En-
glish, does not share its findings with English-speaking au-
diences. Exchanges with other, less hegemonic, geographies
have other kinds of sidedness, beyond not publishing in the
languages read locally: are local geographers quoted, their
concepts taken into account and conveyed to a French read-
ership? Are their analyses used beyond the specific case to
understand the French context? Isolationism thus remains the

5https://www.openedition.org (last access: 23 April 2020) and
https://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr (last access: 23 April 2020).
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risk of this first, possible, position, and it has to be addressed
as such.

3.1.2 Writing in English: France as a niche

Owing to institutional and career pressures, or because she
wants to engage with a wider audience, for example the
global academic conversation, a provincial geographer might
choose to write in English. This is not her first language, and
the writing and publishing will take longer, be harder and
be costlier. The Anglo publishing system is difficult to en-
ter, and gatekeeping bars her way. If her research is located
abroad, the local researchers will have longer and better ac-
cess to the field. Consequently, she needs to find a niche, a
specific angle from which she can make an original and in-
novative contribution. Her position allows her to use France
as a niche.

On the one hand, this niche can be a theoretical one.
French theory has been very successful, and she has the ad-
vantage of being able to read the original texts. She can also
introduce new concepts, theories and authors by using her
linguistic ability. However, translation, literal or conceptual,
works best when introducing a text into one’s own tradition.
Anglo writers are therefore particularly apt to import con-
cepts and theoretical points, as it is easier for them to suc-
cessfully make them relevant to conceptual, themed or local
debates in the Anglosphere.

On the other hand, the niche can be an empirical one.
France can be used as a case that might shed light on a partic-
ular debate. This posture can be remarkably relevant, with the
French case offering political geography insight into territo-
rial dispositifs for nation-building, or for an iconic metropole
that showcased modernity, or for a homogenizing answer to
social and racial diversity. In turn, these cases can speak back
to theory and have done so. If done well, this approach also
requires an epistemological genealogy: how did France’s ma-
jor role in some phases of history, in the construction of what
science should be during the Enlightenment and in the devel-
opment of geographical thought shape a particular theory? In
this case, working actively at provincialization requires ex-
cavating the epistemological past and demarcating its influ-
ence on theory. The approach also signals an end to the too
frequent use of France as an implicit frame of reference in
French geographical research and teaching. Although France
as an empirical niche can be a very fruitful individual posi-
tion, not all French geographers can occupy it: not only do
not all French geographers want to work on the French case
(why would they, and why would a case be the locals’ pre-
serve, as long as ethical rules of engagement are respected?),
but such limitations would be isolationist (therefore ethically
problematic) as well as politically and scientifically counter-
productive.

3.1.3 In-betweenness as praxis

A last choice is to practice in-betweenness between academic
worlds and between different worlds of everyday, embodied
experiences (Nagar, 2019), such as fieldwork or teaching. In-
betweenness is a real praxis, as it needs constant reflexiv-
ity; a rigorous theoretical inquiry; and a continual adaptation
to situations, configurations and the choices at hand as well
as political awareness of what is at stake. The researcher is
never at rest in a posture but in a constant flux of adaptation
to and choices regarding an audience, a language, and a the-
ory or research question, all of which need to be rethought
before each research or writing project. While this is (should
be!) true of each research situation, in-betweenness requires
a heightened and acute awareness of all these choices. Whom
do I want to address? What issues do I want to raise – are they
local or global ones, and why, as Maha Bali (2018) pointed
out, should some have more value than others? Should not
we intensify our efforts to experiment in European settings
with theories produced elsewhere?

However, embracing in-betweenness requires an aware-
ness of how the physical distance from one’s field and the dif-
ferences between languages constitute not only practical but
also ethical challenges, namely disjointed accountabilities.
The in-between scholar is accountable to several disjointed
communities: the one that (co-)produces her data or where
the data is collected, the academic community of the country
where she does her fieldwork, her national academic commu-
nity, the global academic community, and the general public
in the country where she lives and works. These communities
differ regarding their location, languages, journals of refer-
ence, theoretical frameworks, access to academic literature,
etc. In such a situation, the in-between scholar’s accountabil-
ity work is increased exponentially. Furthermore, the mate-
rial requirements of accountability are always at risk, as she
is always exposed to funding cuts, which could prevent her
returning to her field for the restitution of her research to the
local community. Consequently, satisfying levels of account-
ability are incredibly hard to attain. For merely acceptable
levels of accountability, the challenges raised by distance and
disjunction need to be incorporated into the methods and re-
search question from the very beginning to avoid (or at least
minimize) extractive and predatory research. A lengthy com-
mitment to a specific site (Jazeel, 2019) is especially precious
here – in other words, a long-distance relationship should
also be long-term.

The in-between research posture is therefore highly fluid,
even risky, due to its always endangered ethical engagement
(Nagar, 2019). Whatever the case, all three options – inward-
looking, the niche and in-betweenness – have some legiti-
macy and all require reflexivity. None is unproblematic. They
need to be carefully and always critically nurtured and re-
fined: all of them try to foster a positive and reflexive rela-
tionship with the rest of the world, together with a critical
awareness of the researcher’s positionality within it – a posi-
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tioning that can be modeled for our students and, by exten-
sion, for the general public. For instance, our pedagogies and
reading lists can be much more explicit on our positionality
and how we engage with the rest of the world: presenting ge-
ographers from other provinces in our History of Geography
undergrad course, positioning the geography of our respec-
tive country not as interesting in and for itself but as a case,
through comparisons and an explicit epistemology of what
that case brings to the discussion. In other terms, this means
never shutting the world out of our classrooms and public in-
terventions. This is crucial and our responsibility to prevent
continental Europe from isolating itself in wealth and racism
to the extent that Greek border patrols fire at asylum seek-
ers as I revise this piece6, especially as forms of neo-fascism
and authoritarianism are on the rise worldwide and on the
continent (see Wodak, 2019, for a recent overview; and Lo-
her and Strasser, 2019, for the consequences this has on the
academy).

3.2 Repositioning while contributing to a more
cosmopolitan geography

The way we deal with our provincialism and how we ac-
tively embrace provincialization should not happen in isola-
tion from the international discussion on building a more cos-
mopolitan geography and efforts to do so (Robinson, 2003).
Southern Theory (Connell, 2007; Comaroff and Comaroff,
2011) has shown us how to work from a different perspec-
tive, using other theorists and fashioning new concepts. In
a symmetrical fashion, our repositioning has to include re-
evaluating our relationship not only to other geographies but
also to the “local”. Dumping local perspectives and needs
should certainly not be the prize of participating in the de-
bates of the international community of geographers. Local
engagement and its diverse forms, depending on our fields
of expertise, benefit from international discussions and from
a careful work of trans-lation, dis-location and relocation
that provincial geographers are well-placed to engage in. The
most obvious and immediate area in which to engage in this
work is our teaching. Moreover, to move beyond the persis-
tent coloniality of knowledge production (Mignolo, 2007) –
that is, to undertake decolonial work (Dijkema and Babar,
2019; Jazeel, 2017) – we need to constantly ponder (and act
on) the pointed questions in Maha Bali (2018):

– “Who has the privilege to choose to have global or local
perspectives?”

– “Who bears responsibility to make the effort for global
perspectives to be heard?”

6Sadiq Maheen (2020), “Greek coastguards in altercation with
migrant dinghy as Turkey opens border”, The Guardian, March 2,
https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2020/mar/02/greek-
coastguards-altercation-migrant-dinghy-turkey-opens, last access:
10 March 2020.

– “Whose fault is it that global perspectives are not
heard?”

As continental European geographers, our answers are to rec-
ognize that we largely retain the privilege of choosing our
perspectives. Although case studies from continental Europe
no longer carry the weight they used to, theories that ap-
pear to be legitimately global tend to stem from the West, be
they inherited from the Enlightenment or French and emerg-
ing Italian theory (Minca, 2016). This is our privilege, and,
especially in our teaching perhaps, we retain much latitude
to have our local perspectives masquerade as global or uni-
versal. With regard to our responsibility for having global
perspectives heard, we must remember that while decolo-
nial work is mostly in the hands of and, crucially, led by
marginalized people – whether they belong to institutions of
the Global South or to minoritized groups in our institutions,
it does not mean that we do not have work to do, quite the
opposite. In this regard, our work is to make space for and
try to refrain from appropriating or profiting from decidedly
plural global perspectives – e.g., by using marginalized peo-
ple’s intellectual labor to further our personal careers, even
if there is no silver bullet that would ensure this. Lastly, we
should ask ourselves whether global and diverse perspectives
are heard within Francophone (Germanophone, etc.) geogra-
phies. How many women do we listen to, and how many
racialized geographers (whether Francophone or French) do
we publish in this still very white discipline (Noxolo, 2017)?
And while “very few” is the painfully obvious answer, what
do we do to support and nurture marginalized students; to
shepherd their papers for publications as teachers, supervi-
sors and editors (Springer et al., 2017); or to support their
job applications and promotions?

4 Immediate practical steps

Such grand calls for more cosmopolitan and decolonized ge-
ographies need to include immediate practical steps for ac-
tion (Robinson, 2003). In this regard, I identify multilingual-
ism, citation politics and publication ethics as immediate av-
enues for action.

4.1 Multilingualism

Multilingualism is part and parcel of the provincial condi-
tion. While having to express oneself in a language that is not
one’s own has been lamented, and one’s written research is
often assessed and derided by the English-speaking sphere as
“lacking” (in linguistic ability, theoretical interest, etc.), such
linguistic acrobatics have also sparked great creativity – from
the very practical to the highly conceptual. Mary Jane Curry
and Theresa M. Lillis (2014) have highlighted the diverse
tactics and strategies that European scholars from Spain, Por-
tugal, Hungary and Slovakia deploy to publish from their
provincial or peripheral positions. Beyond pragmatic tac-
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tics to circumvent gatekeeping, continental European geog-
raphers should embrace multilingualism far more. There is,
however, an ethical caveat: our multilingualism is often be-
tween colonial languages (e.g., French, English, Spanish and
German), whose history has allowed them to become inter-
national languages. This kind of multilingualism is signifi-
cantly different from that of formerly colonized geographers,
whose multilingualism combines colonial language(s) and at
least one devalorized “vernacular” that has never been recog-
nized as a legitimate scientific language.

Multilingualism should be fostered within articles by quot-
ing from and engaging with literature in several languages.
This practice is becoming more common as continental Euro-
pean geographers engage more consciously with the “niche”
posture, which the Anglosphere is increasingly accepting.
For example, Progress in Human Geography, a highly recog-
nized journal, now includes the following sentence in its re-
quest for review work: “In order to try to encourage submis-
sions from beyond the anglophone world, the editors of PiHG
would be particularly grateful if you could indicate whether
the range of references cited in this paper is representative of
the best of work in its field from around the world”. Multilin-
gualism should also go beyond the English or mother tongue
binary to include other European languages and beyond, the
languages of the places we do fieldwork, etc. (Phipps, 2019).

A last crucial element in practising multilingualism for
provincialization refers to the politics of translation (Hus-
seini de Araújo and Germès, 2016; Hancock, 2016). “What
might it take to reimagine translation as a dynamic, multidi-
rectional process of ethical and politically aware mediation
among otherwise impermeable local diversities – a process
that always hungers for new political possibilities that we
may never have imagined before?”, asks Richa Nagar (2019).
While several European countries have actively developed
translation policies, others lag behind; tellingly, David Har-
vey’s Paris capital of modernity was only translated into
French(!) in 2012 by a group of young geographers vol-
unteering their free labor under the leadership of the late
Matthieu Giroud (Harvey, 2012). We need to translate more
and to translate from more diverse languages. German- or
Spanish-speaking geographies, for instance, are rarely acces-
sible in other languages, and our proficiency in other lan-
guages is limited. We also need to recognize that translation
has a cost, monetary or timewise, that needs to be taken into
account. In addition, examining translation seriously (Crane
et al., 2009) requires reflexivity regarding our diverse ways of
writing scientifically, reflexivity fostered by actual practices
of writing in different languages. What do we have to change
in our ways of writing when we switch languages? How does
our relationship to literature, to empirical data and to con-
cepts evolve? Translation is also a conceptual horizon, with
concepts resisting it (Cassin, 2004) and interlinguistic fric-
tion being a prime indicator of new theoretical explorations.
As the researcher navigates different languages’ theories and
concepts, she can benefit from what Heinz Wissmann called

the Babel effect, allowing herself be guided in her research
exploration by “les champs de force que les langues créent
entre elles, avec des problèmes qui naissent de leurs dif-
férences et parfois de leurs convergences [the force fields that
languages create between one another, producing problems
as they differ and sometimes converge]” (Wismann, 2012).

4.2 Citation politics

Sarah Ahmed (2017) has brilliantly drawn our attention to
the importance of citation politics and to the way current ci-
tation practices work to maintain a certain political and scien-
tific order. Whom we cite matters. @MarikaRose (2017) has
skillfully listed why “referencing is political.” I quote her at
length here:

– “Citations are academic currency: it has value, it as-
cribes value.

– Referencing is about accountability: it lets others go and
check your work.

– Referencing is about payment: it acknowledges what
you owe, to whom.

– Citation is about gatekeeping: it recognizes some kinds
of texts and ideas as more valuable than others (. . . ).

– It is not just how you cite, it is who you cite. Which
thinkers do you value? What kind of authority do you
recognize?”

Implementing these principles within our embraced provin-
cialization could entail many different actions, such as di-
versifying our reference list beyond our national and usual
Anglo suspects to include more marginalized geographers.
While there are many causes of marginalization, our Eu-
ropean positionality, steeped in whiteness and a Western
regime of scientific legitimacy, should specifically include
Southern, black and indigenous colleagues as well as non-
academic scholars. In this specific setting, referencing as
payment could be interestingly reframed as referencing as
reparations and an acknowledgement of invisibilized debts.
Our own gatekeeping practices by means of citation should
also be questioned, especially in provincial settings. Who is
listed as a reference in our articles’ bibliographies or in those
we give our students? Do we quote the colleagues that our
provincial organization regards as neo-colonial dependents,
and do we quote them for their theoretical input or merely
for their empirical data, thus reproducing the Anglosphere
gatekeeping practices that we dislike? Whose authority do
we actually recognize as an authority and not as a legitima-
tion process for our own benefit?

4.3 Publication ethics

Lastly, provincialization can benefit from a critical look at
publication ethics. Our journals should also welcome papers
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in different languages – some already do. Making transla-
tions accessible on journal websites when authors can pro-
vide these is also very valuable. For example, the “Fuck
neoliberalism” paper by Simon Springer (2016) published
in ACME is available in 16 different languages. Real open
access, which is much stronger in French- and Spanish-
speaking geographies than in others, should be encouraged,
although Piron et al. (2017; as translated in Nobes, 2017) also
warn us about the “neo-colonial face of open access”:

if open access is to facilitate and accelerate the ac-
cess of scientists from the South to Northern sci-
ence without looking into the visibility of knowl-
edge of the South, it helps to redouble their alien-
ation epistemic without contributing to their eman-
cipation. Indeed, by making the work of the center
of the world-system of science even more acces-
sible, open access maximizes their impact on the
periphery and reinforces their use as a theoretical
reference or as a normative model, to the detriment
of local epistemologies.

Indeed, many open-access journals struggle with receiv-
ing submissions from Southern scholars, and those that ar-
rive tend to come from emerging countries, especially, and
understandably, if the journal has a good ranking. Piron et
al. (2017; as translated in Nobes, 2017) therefore call for “de-
centralized, decolonized” open access that “must include the
concern for origin, creation, local publishing and the desire
to ensure equity between the accessibility of the publications
of the center of the world system and that of knowledge from
the periphery”. Building such a system is a responsibility we
should share.

5 Conclusion

This paper aims at making a case for embracing rather than
lamenting continental European geographies’ provincializa-
tion as the ethical thing to do. Drawing from a French-
centered view of Francophone geographies and from an anal-
ysis of their contemporary situation, the paper highlights
their marginalization, insularity and provincialism. Although
critical geographies of knowledge production have focused
on the well-known opposition between the Anglosphere and
other geographies, they have tended to bypass a discussion
on what is at stake within a very diverse periphery.

I suggest that within this still actively produced periph-
ery, continental European geographies, which are themselves
diverse and diversely positioned, face a specific challenge
that should be understood as an ethical one. Certain Euro-
pean geographies (usually French or German) were devel-
oped within colonial states and, at some point, ruled the dis-
cipline globally. Being provincialized should not only be ex-
perienced as a loss of power – which it certainly is, namely
the loss that goes with the end of hegemony – but should

also be welcomed because it opens up many possibilities for
more truly cosmopolitan geographical practices. Such prac-
tices acknowledge their colonial past and contribute from
that position to more cosmopolitan geographies. Actions to
this end differ according to our location: some colleagues in
the UK or in English-speaking North America have started
this work by characterizing their situation and setting a plan
of action (see for instance Noxolo, 2017; de Leeuw and Hunt,
2018). There is also hard work ahead for us in continental Eu-
rope in terms of repositioning and provincializing ourselves.
I endeavored to delineate some of our dilemmas and options
when choosing a language for writing or a fieldwork site and
how these choices raise issues of audience, accountability,
access and power. The options are legitimate, but they are
also problematic, requiring constant reflexivity and adjust-
ment in order to be more ethical. I subsequently proposed
potential practical steps regarding multilingualism, citation
politics and publications ethics. I know that this is a tall or-
der, and we are bound to fail. But we shall try again.
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